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A theoretical physicist, a computer scientist and a friend



Lele obtained his master degree in Physics in 1980 and joined the INFN in 1984 

That was the period when Nicola Cabibbo,Giorgio Parisi and Giovanni Fiorentini developed the APE Project

Lele joined the APE group and soon became a focal 
point in the SW design and development.



Few words on the APE project

At the beginning of the ’80, computational physics was almost confused with 
numerical analysis. 

Computational physics and theoretical physics were two different things! 

But…  

There exist many problems which can be explored theoretically only by using 
very demanding computational tool.  QCD is one of this problem.  
Lele was a pioneer in this field



Slides from Lele presentation in 2010 “Venti anni di calcolo dedicato alla Fisica Teorica”



I met Lele at the beginning of 1990 when I gave a talk on computational fluido dynamics and APE

APE was a SIMD machine: single instruction multiple data 

Fluid dynamics needs to compute the pressure p by solving the equation 𝜟p= s(r,t) at each time step 
The solution of this equation requires access to all memory data in the system, not feasible with APE

However, with Sauro Succi we developed a technique where this problem can be avoided, using the 
Lattice formulation of the Boltzmann Equation. This implies that APE could be used to solve 
computational fluid dynamics (turbulence).

Few days later, Lele phone me and we start 
working on the first fluid dynamics simulations 
with APE



The APE experience was important in developing new supercomputer facilities

Slides from Lele presentation

APE



Computational Physics requires optimisation

Optimization among SW tailored with HW and Numerical Tools

Lele 

Lele was the expert able to disentangle the advantage of using different tools (SW, HW and languages) in 
achieving high performance computing for almost all computational problems in physics. 



A non trivial  physical results from computational physics obtained with Lele

The basic quantity to study in fully developed turbulence is the probability distribution of velocity fluctuations
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Following Kolmogorov, one consider the probability distribution

where

For small values of r, we can look at the scaling properties of 𝛿v(r):

Theoretical we can predict that 𝜁(3)=1 (Kolmogorov 1941) 
It is important to understand if 𝜁(p) is a linear or a non linear function of p.

If 𝜁(p) is a linear function of p, turbulence is self similar. 

If 𝜁(p) is a non linear function of p, turbulence is not self similar and displays anomalous scaling



However scaling exponents are difficult to measure….

At the time we were working together, numerical 
simulations with APE allow simulation with Re 
∼104 !!Experimental data
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The situation looks hopeless!!
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Working with the outcomes from the numerical simulations, Lele and I considered a generalised form of 
scaling: 

Sp(r) = ApS3(r)
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Same data set!

To check this idea we used the experimental 
data available in the Lyon wind tunnel



Further developments and research in computational physics.

QPACE: follow up of APE
Janus 1 and 2 for spin glasses
Quantum computing….

SM&FT 2017



Lele own recollection 

Good news!  International 
recognition of the scientific 
results

Bad new! No significant 
development for italian 
industry



Lele preferite motto

It is easy, may be it is even possible! 

This was also Lele’ way to tackle difficult problems and/or situations: lightness as a way to live.  



SM&FT 2019: last time I met Lele. 


